Hand Safety
- Stay alert to where you place your hands.
- Most pinch points can destroy your hands.
- Use work gloves. Select the proper safety glove for the job. 56.15006
- Keep welding gloves dry and free from grease and oil.
- Using improper hand tools or the proper hand tool the wrong way can result in hand injuries. 56.14205.

Safety Lines
- People have died from injuries sustained from “short” falls. 56.15005
- When entering a confined space you must always have another person attending your line. 56.16002
- Wear fall protection when working from platforms, decks, scaffolds, etc. 56.15005

Mobile Equipment
- Each operator is responsible for the Safe operation of his/her vehicle. 56.9101
- Never park a vehicle in a high traffic or congested work area.
- Check your vehicle’s backup alarm throughout the shift. 56.14132
- Always perform pre-operational checks. 56.14100
- Report all problems to the supervisor and mechanic if directed. 56.14100d
- DO NOT OPERATE UNSAFE EQUIPMENT. 56.14100c

Safety Provisions and Procedures for Roadways, Loading and Dump Sites
- Berms or guardrails are required on the banks of roadways where a drop-off exists. 56.9300
- Mobile equipment dumping locations shall be visually inspected. 56.9304
- Dump site restraints shall be provided at dump locations. 56.9301
- Ramps at dumping facilities shall be of sustainable construction to handle the equipment subjected to that area. 56.9303
- If truck spotters are being utilized at dumping locations they should be in a safe location that everyone knows of their presence. 56.9305

Fatalgrams: 56.9101; 9300; 9301; 9303; 9304; 9305; 14100; 14132; 15005; 15006; 16002

Attendees: